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Compared to a month ago or even two, the campaign has picked up some momentum, although 
it has not as yet reached appreciable levels.

Subsequent to calls made at two previous General Councils activists and affiliates 
have notable tried to improve on previous performances.

COUNTRY WIDE

The national count as reflected in the mn minutes of the last National Executive 
Council.meeting is as follwos.

1. Natal - 35 000
C

2. H. Cape -.87 000

3. TVL - 42 000

4. N. Cape - 1 600

5. E. Cape - 17 000

6. Border • 30 000 

Total
212 60C

TRANSVAAL

As you trill notice Transvaal 1s reported to have collected about 42 000 signatures 
( he figure was based on the number of isgnatures already handed in at the office and \ ' 
those which affilliates reported to have already collected after the office had 
contacted various affilliates to find out.

At the saae time the office has sent out circular^ tq affilliates requesting them to send 
in all completed forms. But up to know response to this request has been very slow.

Therefore on behalf of the million signature campaign committee, I once more make . 
an appeal to all affilliates and activists alike to please a make sure that forms 
are always sent to the office so that our figures can be properly and accurately 
updated.

From our quota of 300 000 signatures our deficit is about 258 000 signatures 
and that 1s definately a realisable goal.

HARRASMENT

There is evidently a ;~w growing state attempt to make it impossible for us to . 
collect signatures. In the Transvaal and throughout the country reports have been . 
received of the extent to which the state is bent on disrupting the campaign.

- A number of our activists are being detained whilst collecting signatures 
(i I do not have lists of names in my possession)



Hundreds of signature forms have been confiscated by security police.

- The campaign of disinformation around MSC 1s being stepped up.

const!tutioM^dispensatlon.h*S **» » " • *  posed by the HSC to the *,

The MSC- committee appeal to all affiliates and activists to furnish 1t with all

SlflSltafrfSS,:* *" t 1 ” S r ' 9 a r d , n g  5KUrny and

On page 37 - 38 of the Organiser's handbooks Is a chapter on the "signature 
campaign and the law . The details contained therin are important for everyone.

MSC COWITTEE
ccwittee meets on Mondays. As with probably other committees its main 

problem has been that not all affiliates have sent repres™ati”s to s ^ e  on it This 
impose serious limitations 1n its ability to fulfill its functions prope^ a S  a * q « M y

? 1S l$^ P̂ J all^?'ue when 11 is faced **»* **** t0 take various decisions 
ground the MSC. This state of affirs also mean that it can not be made fully ware 
_* to developments 1n various areas where signatures are collected.

The cowittee urges affiliates to serously look Into this matter and thereby »]« 
ensu* that they also would be fully briefed on davelopJSt w  t t i ? F r ^ l S » #lSe to

ANTI CONSTITUTION CAMPAIGN

Following the latest N.E.C. decisions on the need to step up this campaign, the 
nwnediate task would be to work out wyas in which the MSC could also be intensified 

the sane time as the propsed or (still to be proposed) campaign plan.
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